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We study the continuous-review (r;q) system in which unlled demands are treated
as lost sales. The reorder point r is allowed to be equal to or larger than the order
quantity q. Hence, we do not restrict our attention to the well-known case with at most
one replenishment order outstanding, but our modeling streamlines exact analysis of that
case. The cost structure is standard. We assume that demand is Poisson, that lead
times are Erlangian and that orders do not cross in time (lead times are sequential). We
determine the equilibrium distribution of the inventory on hand at the delivery instants
from the solution (obtained by the Gauss-Seidel method) of the equilibrium equations of
a Markov chain. To optimize r and q we develop an adapted version of the algorithm
suggested by Federgruen and Zheng for the backorders model (BO). The results obtained
in our numerical study show that the suggested procedure dominates standard textbook
approximations. In particular, the reductions in the average cost of a simple Economic
Order Quantity policy are in the range of 3-14%. Except when lead times are long and
variable or when the unit cost of shortage is low, the optimal BO policy provides a fair
approximation to the average cost of the best policy.
Subject classications: inventory/production: operating characteristics; inventory/production:
policies; probability: Markov processes.
Area of review: Manufacturing, Service, and Supply Chain Operations.
11 Introduction
The continuous-review (r;q) inventory system in which a replenishment quantity q is
ordered whenever the inventory position reaches the reorder point r is presumably the most
well-known system for single-item inventory control in theory as well as in practice. As
such it is also frequently used as a building block in more complex settings. In particular,
it is suitable for settings in which xed costs for placing and receiving an order play an
essential role for the performance of the inventory system. Moreover, it is applicable in
environments in which a xed size of the replenishment order is considered benecial.
The (r;q) system has most often been treated within the framework of a model in
which demands that cannot be satised immediately from inventory are backordered. The
case where unlled demands are either completely lost to the system or satised outside
the normal supply channel has received considerably less attention in the literature (see,
e.g., Johansen and Thorstenson, 1993 and Zipkin, 2000, x7.2.3). One reason for this might
be that the case of lost sales is more dicult to model exactly than the corresponding
backorders case. In particular, the case in which several orders may be outstanding at
the same time is known to be inherently dicult to model (see, e.g., Hadley and Whitin,
1963, x4-11 and Hill, 1992). Another reason for the lesser attention given to the lost-sales
case could be that it has sometimes been claimed that this case can be well approximated
by the more readily available backorders case. However, unless inventory service levels are
very high, this may not always be true, and non-negligible costs can be incurred by not
considering the eects of lost sales in more detail. The case of lost sales is undoubtedly
of considerable practical importance, particularly in the retail sector. In many practical
systems, shortages are also handled as a mixture of backorders and lost sales, depending
on factors such as customer relations, the size of individual demands, etc.
The approach taken to model the (r;q) system with lost sales is described next. The
average cost C(r;q) depends on the average inventory  I(r;q) on hand and the fraction
 A(r;q) of demand lost. We show that  I(r;q) can be expressed in terms of  A(r;q) (see
Eq. (14)) and that  A(r;q) can be expressed in terms of the average inventory  (r;q) on
order when demand is satised (see Eq. (7)). Moreover, we show that  (r;q) can be
expressed in terms of the equilibrium distribution of the inventory on hand at the delivery
instants (see Eq. (10)). For any lead time distribution, this equilibrium distribution and
the performance measures can be expressed in well-known closed forms when at most
one order may be outstanding (r < q). When more than one order may be outstanding
(r  q), we assume that the lead times are Erlangian and that they are determined by
an exogenous and sequential supply system (Zipkin, 2000, x7.4). Hence, orders do not
cross in time which is a reasonable assumption in the case of a single supplier. This
assumption enables us to determine the equilibrium distribution of the inventory on hand
at the delivery instants from the solution (obtained by the Gauss-Seidel method) of the
2equilibrium equations of a Markov chain.
The idea to explore the delivery instants is not new. By considering the service com-
pletion instants, which are the delivery instants in the inventory system described by the
queue, Cohen (1976) analyzes the M=G=s=s queue which describes the number of orders
outstanding in the (s   1;s) inventory system with independent lead times. Tijms (2003,
x2.7) illustrates the up- and downcrossing technique by the GI=M=1 queue, where the
downcrossings occur at the instants when services are completed. However, the analysis
of the former queue assumes that lost customers have zero service times and upon arrival
generate service completion instants, and in the latter queue no customers are lost because
the system has ample waiting room for customers who nd the server busy upon arrival. In
our analysis of the delivery instants, we deliberately ignore what happens during periods
where the stock is empty or no orders are outstanding.
To nd good values of the policy variables, the ideas underlying the algorithm of
Federgruen and Zheng (1992) for the backorders model (BO) are used as inspiration for
designing an eective search procedure. The procedure is initialized with some replen-
ishment policy. We analyze three dierent initialization policies: a policy based on the
economic order quantity (EOQ), the policy obtained from the solution to the approximate
lost-sales model suggested by Hadley and Whitin (1963), and the best BO policy. To
avoid only locally optimal solutions, the procedure developed includes checks for possible
improvements when the maximum number of orders outstanding is changed by one. Our
numerical study shows that the suggested procedure works well. The policies obtained
using our procedure dominate those prescribed by alternative, approximate models. For
example, cost savings are in the range of 3-14% if the best EOQ policy is substituted by
the policy suggested here. Regarding the best BO policy, we nd that in general it seems
to give a fair approximation of the average costs of the best policy found. However, when
lead times are long and variable or when the unit cost of lost sales is low, the extra costs
incurred by using the BO policy instead of the best policy are found to be about 5%.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In x2 we present the underlying
model by initially introducing some notation (x2.1) and then specifying four dierent
types of stochastic events that are the basic elements of the subsequent analysis of the
inventory performance (x2.2). The decit position concept is dened in x2.3 where we
apply it to show that the average inventory on hand can be expressed in terms of the long-
run fraction of demand lost. The following two subsections then show how the long-run
fraction of demand lost can be obtained in the case with at most one order outstanding
(x2.4) and in the case where several orders may be outstanding under the assumption of
sequential Erlangian lead times (x2.5). Our procedure for optimizing the policy variables
r and q is described in x2.6. Alternative policies for initialization of the procedure are
suggested in x2.7. In x3 we present the results of our numerical study. We consider a base
3case (x3.1) and additional cases with variations of the base case parameters (x3.2). The




We implement the notational conventions suggested by Zipkin (2000). Therefore, we use
the lowercase letters r for the reorder point and q for the order quantity to indicate that
they are policy variables. By s we denote their sum. The integer part of s
q is denoted
m, whereas  is the remainder of this quotient. Hence m is the maximum number of
replenishment orders outstanding and  = s mq. In particular, if r < q, then m = 1 and
 = r.
Customer demands are Poisson with rate  and the generic variable for the lead times
is L. By D we denote the generic variable for the demand during an interval of length L.
For x = 0;1;::: we dene











G0(x) = PrfD > xg = 1   G(x)








Hence the superscripts 0 and 1 are used to identify the complementary cumulative distri-
bution function and the rst-order loss function, respectively. Note that




and that E[D] = E[L].
By h, k and  we denote the unit holding cost per unit time, the xed cost for placing
and receiving an order and the unit shortage cost, respectively. The cost  equals the
price at which units are sold, plus the unit penalty cost incurred when demand is lost, less
the variable ordering cost per unit. The long-run average cost per unit time is
C(r;q) = h I(r;q) + k(1    A(r;q))=q +   A(r;q); (2)
where  I(r;q) is the average inventory on hand and  A(r;q) is the long-run fraction of
demand lost. It is understood that C(r;0) =  for r  0 and that C( 1;q) = 1 for
q  1. The objective is to nd r and q so as to minimize C(r;q).
42.2 Types of events
At any instant we dene the inventory decit as the dierence between s = r +q and the
inventory on hand. We consider four types of events
Events of type 1 One unit is demanded
Events of type 2 One demanded unit is satised
Events of type 3 One unit (among the q units in a replenishment order) is delivered
Events of type 4 The last unit (among the q units in a replenishment order) is delivered.
Associated with the dierent types of events we dene the following long-run fractions
p1(i) = fraction of events of type 1 where the inventory decit is i when the
demand occurs, i = 0;1;:::;s
p2(i) = fraction of events of type 2 where the inventory decit is i just before
the demand is satised, i = 0;1;:::;s   1
p3(i) = fraction of events of type 3 where the inventory decit is i just after
one unit is delivered, i = 0;1;:::;s   1
p4(j) = fraction of events of type 4 where the inventory decit is j just after
the last unit (among the q ordered) is delivered, j = 0;1;:::;r:
Note that  A(r;q) = p1(s). In x2.3 we will show how  I(r;q) depends on  A(r;q). In
order to derive our expression for this important fraction, we make use of the following
observations.
Observation 1
The events of type 2 are triggered by the events of type 1 with i < s. Therefore,
p1(i) = (1    A(r;q))p2(i); i = 0;1;:::;s   1: (3)
We will now show that Eq. (3) can be used to express the fraction  A(r;q) in terms of the
fractions with subscript 2.
PASTA (Wol, 1982) provides that p1(i) equals the long-run fraction of time where






















By using Little's formula (Stidham, 1974) we get that  K1(r;q) also equals the product
of the average number of replenishment orders placed per unit time and the average lead
time of each order, i.e.
 K1(r;q) =
(1    A(r;q))
q
E[L] =
1    A(r;q)
q
E[D]: (6)
Eqs. (4) and (6) provide that
 A(r;q) =
E[D]    (r;q)
mq + E[D]    (r;q)
; (7)
where  (r;q) = q  K2(r;q) is the average inventory on order when demand is satised.
Observation 2
In any nite time interval the number of events of type 2 occurring when the inventory
decit is i and the number of events of type 3 resulting in the inventory decit i can dier
by no more than 1 (Tijms 2003, page 70). Therefore,
p2(i) = p3(i); i = 0;1;:::;s   1: (8)
Observation 3
To each event of type 4 resulting in the inventory decit j is attached q events of type 3,





; i = 0;1;:::;s   1: (9)
We use Eqs. (8) and (9) to conclude from Eq. (5) that the average inventory on order




































j=i+1 p4(j). It is understood that P 0
4(i) = 0 for i  r.
62.3 Decit position
At any instant we dene the decit position as the dierence between the inventory decit
and the inventory on order. Hence, when the inventory decit is i, the decit position
is i   (iDIVq)q = iMODq, where iDIVq is the integer part of i
q, whereas iMODq is
the remainder of this quotient. Associated with the events of the types 1 and 2 are the
following long-run fractions
P1(l) = fraction of events of type 1 where the decit position is l when the
demand occurs, l = 0;1;:::;q   1
P2(l) = fraction of events of type 2 where the decit position is l just before
the demand is satised, l = 0;1;:::;q   1:
With the convention that the long-run fractions introduced in x2.2 equal 0 when their


















Eqs. (3) and (11) provide that
P1(l) =
(
(1    A(r;q))=q; l 6= 
(1    A(r;q))=q +  A(r;q); l = :
(12)







(1    A(r;q)) +   A(r;q): (13)
At any instant the inventory on hand equals s less the sum of the decit position and
the inventory on order. Therefore, the average inventory on hand is





   + E[D]

(1    A(r;q)); (14)
where we have used s    = mq and Eqs. (13) and (6) to establish the second equality.
Eq. (14) shows how the average stock depends on the fraction of demand lost. This
parallels the dependence in the backorders model between the average stock and the
average backorder level.
72.4 At most one order outstanding
If r < q, then m = 1 and  = r. The stochastic process describing the events of type 4
regenerates itself after each event of that type. Therefore, p4(j) is the probability that the
satised demand during the lead time equals j, i.e.
p4(j) =
(
g(j); j = 0;1;:::;r   1
G0(r   1); j = r:
(15)





G(i)=q; i = 0;1;:::;r   1
1=q; i = r;r + 1;:::;q   1
G0(i   q)=q; i = q;q + 1;:::;s   1;
(16)




G0(i) = E[D]   G1(r);





and from Eq. (14) we deduce that

















Eqs. (17) and (18) agree with the expressions derived by Hadley and Whitin (1963,
x4-11) for constant lead times and by Johansen and Thorstenson (1993) for any lead
time distribution. However, the present derivation is much more transparent than the
derivations in the two references. Note also that Zipkin (2000, page 278) presents the two
equations with typos.
We obtain the long-run fraction of time where the inventory on hand is j 2 f1;2;::: ;sg
by inserting Eqs. (16) and (17) in Eq. (3) with i = s j. The result obtained by doing so
agrees with the expression derived by Fredens (1977) for exponential lead times.
2.5 Sequential Erlangian lead times
When r  q, we will, like in x2.4, derive our expression for p4(j) by studying a stochastic
process describing the events of type 4. In order to make the analysis of this process
8tractable, we assume that the lead times are Erlangian and that they are determined by
an exogenous and sequential supply system (Zipkin, 2000, Section 7.4). The evolution of
the supply system is independent of our demands and orders because their contribution
to the supplier's overall workload is assumed to be negligible.
The Erlangian lead times L have integer shape parameter  = (E[L])
2=V [L] and are
therefore gamma(; 1
), where  = =E[L]. They can be seen as the sum of  independent
phases, where the phases must be sequentially completed by the supply system, and where
the durations of the phases are exponentially distributed with mean 1
. It is only possible to
observe the actual number of phases remaining for the outstanding orders (if any) if  = 1.
However, we obtain a good representation of the supply system through a continuous-time
Markov chain, describing the phases remaining for all orders actually outstanding. The
chain assumes that the lead time of an order, placed when z 2 f0;1;::: ;g phases remain
for the last order placed, is the sum of these z phases and  z additional phases. Hence the
lead times become Erlangian distributed as desired, the replenishment orders do not cross
in time, and simultaneously outstanding orders get dependent lead times. In particular if
 = 1, then the lead times are exponentially distributed, and simultaneously outstanding
orders are delivered together.
Recall that the events of type 4 occur at the instants when the replenishment orders
are delivered. Such instants are a subset of the instants when a phase is completed. We
will consider them as triggered by specic transitions in a Markov chain, describing the
state of the inventory system at the embedded instants where
 a phase is completed or a demand occurs (and is satised), when at least one replen-
ishment order is outstanding and the stock is positive.
Therefore, after an instant where a demand empties the stock, the next embedded instant
cannot occur before at least one replenishment order is delivered. Moreover, after an in-
stant where all outstanding orders are delivered, the next embedded instant cannot occur
before a new replenishment order is placed. Hence, in the Markov chain, we deliberately
ignore what happens during periods in which the stock is empty or no orders are out-
standing. Outside such periods, the times between the embedded instants are exponential
with rate  +  because the times between phase completions and between demands are
exponential with rates  and , respectively. At each embedded instant, a phase is com-
pleted with probability 0 = =( + ), whereas a demand is satised with probability
0 = =( +) = 1 0. Delivery of (at least) one replenishment order is triggered at the
embedded instants where either
 one phase remains for the oldest order outstanding and this phase gets completed
or
9 one unit is in stock and a demand occurs, implying that the stock becomes empty.
The delivery of the replenishment orders (possibly only one) triggered in the latter case
is delayed by the time until the phases remaining for the oldest order outstanding are
completed.
Let Z denote the set of all integers, let m0 denote m 1 if  = 0 and m if  > 0, and let
Zm0
denote the set of m0-dimensional vectors with integer components. We represent the
state of the inventory system at the embedded instants as a pair (y;z), where y denotes
the amount by which the inventory decit exceeds q, whereas z is a vector of components
specifying the number of phases remaining for the actual orders outstanding. When the
number of orders outstanding is k, then y belongs to the set
Yk = fy 2 Zj (k   1)q  y < minfkq;rgg
and z belongs to the set
Zk = fz 2 Zm0
j 1  z1    zk   and zj = 0 for j > kg:
Hence, component zj species the number of phases remaining for the replenishment order
to be delivered as number j, if there are at least j orders outstanding. If not, component
zj is set equal to zero. The state space is S =
Sm0
k=1(Yk  Zk).










0 k < 0
1 k = 0
(j+k)!
j!k! k = 1;2;:::




n(j;zj 2); (y;z) 2 YkZk:
In particular, state (0;(;0;::: ;0)) is assigned the lowest number which is 1, and state
(r   1;(1;1;::: ;1)) is assigned the highest number which is
N(r;q) = q(n(m0   1;)   1) + (r   (m0   1)q)n(m0;   1)
= q(n(m   1;)   1) + n(m;   1);
where the second equality is obvious if  > 0. If  = 0, the equality follows because then
r   (m0   1)q = q and n(m0   1;) + n(m0;   1) = n(m0;). Each number from 1 to
N(r;q) is uniquely assigned to one state in S by our numbering.
The size N(r;q) of the state space is rapidly growing in . It is therefore fortunate
that the Markov chain in each state has two possible transitions only. This implies that
10the equilibrium distribution, say fx(y;z); (y;z) 2 Sg, of the chain with the above num-
bering of the states can readily be computed by the Gauss-Seidel method (Tijms, 2003,
page 109), also when the state space is large. Computation of the equilibrium distribu-
tion by the Gauss-Jordan method suers from the facts that its computational eort is
proportional to N(r;q)
3 and that it requires that a N(r;q)  N(r;q) matrix is stored
(Tijms, 2003, page 107). It is our experience that the Gauss-Seidel method, initialized with
x0(0;(;0;::: ;0)) = 1 and x0(y;z) = 0 for all other states, in a small number of iterations
(see x3.1) computes an approximate solution (of the equilibrium equations) from which an
accurate estimate of the equilibrium probabilities can be obtained after normalization.
In three special cases, the equilibrium probability of any state can be expressed explic-
itly in terms of the equilibrium probability of the lowest numbered state. First, if r < q,





0x(y;z + 1); y = 0 and 1  z < 
0x(y   1;z); 0 < y < r and z = 
0x(y   1;z) + 0x(y;z + 1); 0 < y < r and 1  z < ;
implying that x(y;z) = n(y;   z)(0)
y(0)
 zx(0;). Second, if q = 1, then N(r;q) =
rn(1;)   1 and it follows from Proposition 1 in Johansen (2004) that
x(y;z) = (0)
yx(0;(;0;::: ;0)); 0  y < r and z 2 Zy+1:
Third, if  = 1 (exponential lead times), then N(r;q) = r and Z(y DIV q)+1 contains
exactly one vector, say z(y). It is easily seen that
x(y;z(y)) = (0)
yx(0;z(0)); y = 0;1;:::;r   1: (19)
Let C(j) denote the set of states in which a phase completion triggers the delivery of
a replenishment order which, after its last unit is delivered, brings the inventory decit
down to j, i.e.
C(j) =
[(r 1 j) DIV q
n=0 f(j + nq;z) 2 Sj zn+1 = 1g; j = 0;1;:::;r   1:
Moreover, let D(+nq) denote the set of states in which a demand empties the inventory
on hand and triggers the delivery of a replenishment order which, after its last unit is
delivered, brings the inventory decit down to  + nq. Hence, if  = 0, then
D(nq) =
(
f(r   1;(;;::: ;))g; n = 0
f(r   1;z) 2 Sj zj = zm n for j < m   ng; n = 1;2;:::;m   1;
and, if  > 0, then
D( + nq) = f(r   1;z) 2 Sj zj = zm n for j < m   ng; n = 0;1;:::;m   1:










(y;z)2C(j) x(y;z) + 0 P
(y;z)2D(j) x(y;z); (j   ) MODq = 0
0 P
(y;z)2C(j) x(y;z); (j   ) MODq > 0:
Therefore, from the solution to the equilibrium equations found by the Gauss-Seidel
method, it is straightforward to compute p4(j), and the solution does not need to be









which can be used in Eq. (7) for computing the long-run fraction  A(r;q) of demand lost.





i=0 n(   1;i)(0)
i = PrfD = jj D  rg; j = 0;1;:::;r; (22)
and that
 A(r;1) =
n(   1;r + 1)(0)
r+1=0
Pr
i=0 n(   1;i)(0)
i + n(   1;r + 1)(0)
r+1=0 =
g(r + 1)=0
G(r) + g(r + 1)=0: (23)
Moreover, Eq. (19) can be used to derive explicit expressions for p4(j) and  A(r;q), also
for the special case of exponential lead times. However, we refrain from presenting these
expressions because we consider such lead times to be less interesting from a practical
point of view.
2.6 Policy improvement
To nd a suitable (r;q) policy for our lost sales model, we need a computational proce-
dure. Federgruen and Zheng (1992) have designed an ecient algorithm for computing an
optimal (r;q) policy for the model in which demands that cannot be satised immediately
from inventory are backordered rather than lost. Under a standard cost structure for that
model, it is straightforward to compute the average cost C(r;q) of any (r;q) policy, see
Eq. (36) below. In particular, C(r 1;q+1) and C(r;q+1) are readily computed in terms
of C(r;q). Dene
C(q) = C(r(q);q) = minfC(r;q)j r 2 Zg: (24)
Federgruen and Zheng (1992, Corollary 1 and Lemma 2) have shown that
r(q + 1) =
(
r(q)   1 if C(r(q)   1;q + 1)  C(r(q);q + 1)
r(q) otherwise
(25)
12and that q is an optimal order quantity if
C(q   1) > C(q)  C(q + 1): (26)
Their algorithm, referred to as the F&Z algorithm, is initialized by setting q = 1 and
computing C(q) and C(q+1). While C(q) > C(q+1), the algorithm repeats increasing
q by one and computing C(q +1). It follows from Cond. (26) that q equal to the nal q
is an optimal order quantity for the backorders model.
For the system with lost sales, Eq. (25) does not always hold, and Cond. (26) is not
sucient to ensure that q is an optimal order quantity because C(r;q) may have local
minima. Therefore, after our procedure for policy improvement has found a (r0;q0) policy
which is locally optimal, we need to check whether a better policy exists. This check
is described below after the presentation of our procedure for local policy improvement
(abbreviated LPI).
The LPI procedure is designed in analogy with the F&Z algorithm. It is initialized
with some (^ r; ^ q) policy. (In x2.7 we describe alternative ways of selecting the initial policy.)
The procedure rst sets q = ^ q and computes
r0(q) =
(
minfr  ^ rj C(r + 1;q)  C(r;q)g if C(^ r + 1;q)  C(^ r;q)
maxfr  ^ rj C(r   1;q) > C(r;q)g otherwise,
(27)
m0(q) = r0(q)DIVq + 1 (28)
and
r0(q + 1) =
(
r0(q)   1 if C(r0(q)   1;q + 1)  C(r0(q);q + 1)
r0(q) otherwise.
(29)
Eq. (29) is specied analogously to Eq. (25). It is our experience that r0(q+1) is often the
best reorder point for the order quantity q+1 if r0(q+1) < m0(q)q 1. If not, some reorder
point r 2 [r0(q + 1) + 1;m0(q)(q + 1)   1] may be a better choice for the order quantity
q+1. Therefore, in case of r0(q+1) = m0(q)q 1, we redene r0(q+1) as the best reorder
point in the interval [r0(q + 1);m0(q)(q + 1)   1]. While C(r0(q);q) > C(r0(q + 1);q + 1),
the LPI procedure repeats increasing q by one and computing C(r0(q + 1);q + 1). The
procedure is stopped after setting q0 equal to the nal q if it is larger than ^ q. If not, the
procedure computes
r0(q   1) =
(
r0(q) + 1 if C(r0(q) + 1;q   1) < C(r0(q);q   1)
r0(q) otherwise.
(30)
It is our experience that r0(q 1) is often the best reorder point for the order quantity q 1
if r0(q  1) > (m0(q) 1)q. If not, some reorder point r 2 [(m0(q) 1)(q  1);r0(q +1) 1]
may be better for the order quantity q  1. Therefore, in case of r0(q  1) = (m0(q) 1)q,
we redene r0(q 1) as the best reorder point in the interval [(m0(q) 1)(q  1);r0(q+1)].
13While q > 1 and C(r0(q   1);q   1)  C(r0(q);q), the LPI procedure repeats decreasing q
by one and computing C(r0(q  1);q  1). The procedure is stopped after setting q0 equal
to the nal q if C(r0(q   1);q   1) > C(r0(q);q). If not, the procedure is stopped after
setting q0 equal to 0.
We have now described how our LPI procedure computes a (r0(q0);q0) policy which is
locally optimal. We will try to improve this policy by checking whether a better policy
exists when the maximum number of orders outstanding is either m+ = m0(q0) + 1 or
m  = m0(q0)   1 if this quantity is positive.
The two checks are initialized by setting q = q0 and computing
C+(q) = C(r+(q);q) = minfC(r;q)j (m+   1)q  r < m+qg (31)
and
C (q) = C(r (q);q) = minfC(r;q)j (m    1)q  r < m qg: (32)
The rst check, referred to as LPI+, repeats decreasing q by one and, based on experience
like that reported in connection with Eq. (30), computing r+(q) and C+(q) until C+(q) >
C+(q + 1). When this condition is satised, q+ is set equal to q + 1. The (r+(q+);q+)
policy is better than the (r0;q0) policy if C+(q+) < C(r0;q0). If m  > 0, the second check,
referred to as LPI , repeats increasing q by one and, based on experience like that reported
in connection with Eq. (29), computing r (q) and C (q) until C (q)  C (q 1). When
this condition is satised, q  is set equal to q   1. The (r (q );q ) policy is better than
the (r0;q0) policy if C (q ) < C(r0;q0).
2.7 Alternative initial policies
The LPI procedure described above requires an initial replenishment policy. In our nu-
merical study we will investigate how the following three easily computed, initial policies
perform.
The EOQ policy
For the economic order quantity, computed as the smallest integer q which satises Eq. (34)
with G1(r) set equal to 0, the reorder point is computed as the smallest integer r which
satises Eq. (35).
The H&W policy
This policy, suggested by Hadley and Whitin (1963, x4-3 and x4-4), aims to minimize the
following approximate expression for the average cost
CH&W(r;q) = hIH&W(r;q) + (k + G1(r))=q; (33)
14where IH&W(r;q) is specied by Eq. (18) with the second factor neglected. As explained
by Johansen and Thorstenson (1993), the policy variables can be determined iteratively
as the smallest integers which simultaneously satisfy
q(q + 1)  2(k + G1(r))=h; (34)
G0(r)  hq=( + hq): (35)
Starting with r being the reorder point from the EOQ policy, the rst step is to nd the
smallest integer q which satises Eq. (34). Note that Washburn (1975) has a closed-form
expression for this q. If it diers from the economic order quantity, the next step is to
nd the smallest integer r which satises Eq. (35) for the q value found. The two steps
are repeated until convergence is reached.
The BO policy
The policy variables are computed by the F&Z algorithm described in x2.6 for the back-
orders model, where the cost of each unit backordered is set equal to , implying by



















In our numerical study we will examine a base case and some variations thereof. The
sequential lead times are assumed to be Erlangian. Table 1 species the selected parameter
values for the base case. The unit holding cost per unit time is chosen as the monetary
unit. The xed ordering cost equals the unit shortage cost, which is about twice as high as
the corresponding cost gure often used as a benchmark value in backorders models. This
is to re
ect the fact that the shortage cost in the lost sales case should also include the
unit contribution lost. The demand rate is chosen so that it is half of the economic order
quantity, which implies that the economic order interval is 2 time units. The expected
lead time is 4 time units, so it appears likely that more than one order may be outstanding
under reasonable (r;q) policies. In the base case the shape parameter  equals 42
4 = 4.
The lead-time variance chosen is supposed to represent a pronounced lead-time variation.
For the base case, we illustrate in Figure 1 how the H&W policy is determined itera-
tively from the EOQ policy, and how the BO policy is obtained, by the F&Z algorithm,
from the best base-stock policy (having reorder point r(1) = 72) of the backorders model.
The gure also illustrates the paths in the policy space found by the LPI procedure, from
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Figure 1: Paths between alternative policies for the base case.
the three alternative policies to the policies LPIEOQ, LPIH&W and LPIBO, where the last
two are identical.
For each considered (r;q) policy, the LPI procedure computes fX(j); j = 0;1;:::;rg,
which is needed in Eq. (21) to evaluate the policy, from the solution to the equilibrium
equations of the Markov chain which models the policy as described in x2.5. In our
implementation of the procedure, this solution is found with the stopping criterion
X
(y;z)2S
jxi(y;z)   xi 1(y;z)j  10 7 X
(y;z)2S
xi(y;z);
where fxi(y;z); (y;z) 2 Sg is the set of state values computed in the ith iteration by the
Gauss-Seidel method initialized as described in x2.5. By i(r;q) we denote the number of
iterations needed to satisfy the stopping criterion.
The LPIEOQ policy has the average cost C(56;25) = 54:99, which is determined in
i(56;25) = 11 iterations of the Gauss-Seidel method. The LPIH&W and the LPIBO policies
have the average cost C(55;28) = 54:38, which is determined in i(55;28) = 13 iterations.
As indicated in Figure 1, the number of policy evaluations needed by the LPI procedure
is larger when the procedure is initialized with the H&W policy rather than with the BO
policy. Therefore, among the three investigated initial policies of the LPI procedure, the
BO policy is our preferred choice for the base case. For each parameter variation studied
in x3.2, we have also chosen to initialize the LPI procedure with the BO policy.
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Figure 2: Exact and approximate average costs of (r;28) policies for the base case.
17Figure 2 illustrates the average cost C(r;q) for the reorder points r in the range from
46 to 74 when the order quantity is q = 28 as prescribed by the LPIBO policy. The
number of iterations needed by the Gauss-Seidel method to compute these 29 costs ranges
from i(68;28) = 9 to i(55;28) = 13. The gure also illustrates the approximate average
costs CH&W(r;q) and CBO(r;q) computed by Eqs. (33) and (36), respectively, as well as
three other approximate average costs computed by Eq. (2) with dierent specications















The costs C2(r;q) and C3(r;q) are computed with  A(r;q) specied by Eq. (17) and with
 I(r;q) specied by Eqs. (18) and (14), respectively. The costs with subscripts 1 and 2 are
suggested by Zipkin (2000, page 278) who expects the rst to be more accurate when q is
small relative to r, whereas the second should be better when q is relatively large.
Figure 2 shows that the cost C1(r;28) gives quite bad estimates, as can be expected
in this case, since the order quantity 28 is not small. This cost attains its minimum value
28.38 for r = 22, which is outside the range shown in the diagram. The cost C2(r;28)
works much better and is the cost function closest to the correct cost C(r;28). In fact, it is
a little surprising that C2(r;28) is a better estimate than the cost C3(r;28). The essential
dierence between the two is that the former neglects the in
uence of the parameter m that
the latter correctly takes into account. The change in the value of m is the reason for the
increase seen in the cost C3(r;28) when m changes from 2 to 3 as r increases from 55 to 56.
The same type of increase in the cost is observed for the correct cost function C(r;28). Its
minimum is attained at r = 55 immediately to the left of the increase. This provides the
motivation for including the checks LPI+ and LPI  in our overall procedure for nding
good values of r and q. It should also be noted that C3(r;28) actually prescribes the
correct cost-minimizing value of r = 55, whereas C2(r;28) attains its minimum at r = 60.
The cost CBO(r;28) gives estimates that are almost as good as the ones obtained from
C2(r;28) and it attains its cost minimum for the same r value. Therefore, we have chosen
to keep the BO policy as the preferred initial policy for the LPI procedure. This policy
is often compared to lost sales policies in the literature and in the F&Z algorithm there
exists a well-known procedure for nding the optimal policy. Finally, we note that the
performance of the cost CH&W(r;28) is not particularly good and that it prescribes r = 65
as the cost-minimizing value.
Figure 3 illustrates the same costs as Figure 2, but now for the reorder point r = 55
prescribed by the LPIBO policy and the order quantities q in the range from 21 to 49. The
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Figure 3: Exact and approximate average costs of (55;q) policies for the base case.
19number of iterations needed by the Gauss-Seidel method to compute the 29 exact average
costs illustrated ranges from i(55;44) = 9 to i(55;28) = 13.
The conclusions regarding the behavior of the cost curves in Figure 3 are similar to
the ones that could be drawn from Figure 2. The cost C1(55;q) still gives the worst
estimates and the performance of the cost CH&W(55;q) is not very good here either. The
costs C3(55;q), CBO(55;q), and C2(55;q) are similarly related to each other as in Figure
2. They attain their minima at q = 37, q = 38, and q = 38, respectively. In this case,
C3(55;q) does not prescribe the q value where the parameter m changes its value from
3 to 2, which is where the correct cost has its minimum. Note that in this diagram m
decreases as the value on the abscissa is increased from 27 to 28, and therefore the cost
decreases. In this diagram, we also note that the cost C2(55;q) crosses the correct cost
C(55;q) and that this behavior might cause it to be less reliable as a cost estimate.
A general observation pertaining to both Figure 2 and Figure 3 concerns the magnitude
of the cost dierences that might occur depending on which cost function is used. The
cost dierences are quite considerable. Even disregarding the worst cost C1(r;q), the cost
estimates could easily dier by 25% or more for several reasonable choices of r and q
depending on which cost specication is used.
3.2 Variations of the base case parameters
Under variations of the base case parameters, Table 2 reports values computed for six
policies. These are the three alternative initial policies described in x2.7, the policy LPIBO
found by the LPI procedure initialized with the BO policy, and the best policies, LPI+
BO
and LPI 
BO, computed when the maximum number of orders outstanding for the LPIBO
policy is increased and decreased by one, respectively. By LPI
BO we denote the best policy
among the policies LPIBO, LPI+
BO and LPI 
BO. Regarding computational times, it should
be noted that all the results shown in Table 2, plus additional information not displayed,
were initiated, computed, and reported in less than half a minute. This was achieved using
a program written in the Pascal language, running on a standard work station platform.
The rst case shown in Table 2 summarizes results for the base case. We then vary
parameters one at a time by halving and doubling, respectively, the xed ordering cost k,
the unit shortage cost  and the Poisson demand rate  in Cases 2-7. In Cases 8-9, the
expected lead time E[L] and the lead-time variance V [L] are both halved (so that  = 2)
and doubled ( = 8), respectively, whereas the lead-time variance is doubled ( = 2),
halved ( = 8) and halved twice ( = 16) in Cases 10-12. Parameters not mentioned in
the table retain their base-case values.
The results presented in Table 2 indicate strong relations between the performances
of the policies tested. Comparing the three alternative initial policies with the policy
obtained using the LPI procedure, it can be seen that in each of the 12 cases, the average
20costs decrease when changing from the EOQ to the H&W, then to the BO, and nally
to the LPIBO policy. The same monotonic decrease is observed for the reorder points
(whereas the order quantities do not exhibit such regular behavior). The very opposite
change occurs for the long-run fraction of demand lost. This indicates that there is a
dominance relation between the policies and a strong negative correlation between the
average cost and the fraction of demand lost for the policies computed. In four cases
(Cases 2 and 7-9) the policy found by the LPI procedure can be further improved by
invoking the LPI+ check. In none of the cases studied does the LPI  check nd a better
policy than the one found by the LPI procedure. However, with reference to the base case
and Figure 1, we note that the LPIEOQ policy is improved and becomes identical to the
LPIBO policy when the LPI  check is applied. This shows the need for checking both an
increase and a decrease in the maximum number of orders outstanding after applying the
LPI procedure.
For the LPI
BO policies, the maximum number of orders outstanding is 2, 3 or 4 with 2
orders in 9 of the cases. These numbers are not surprising considering the choice of input
data discussed in x3.1. Similarly, all the H&W and BO policies obtained have a maximum
number of orders outstanding of either 2 or 3. The EOQ policies dier signicantly in
that they allow for a maximum number of orders outstanding in the range of 3-7 for the
dierent cases. The reason for this behavior is of course that the procedure for nding
these policies does not consider the interaction between the reorder point and the order
quantity.
Table 2 provides the following information on the magnitude of the cost increases
incurred by using the alternative policies rather than the LPI
BO policy. For the base
case, the EOQ policy gives a relative cost increase of almost 9%. The largest relative
cost increases (approx. 12-17%) are obtained when the xed cost of ordering is low (Case
2), the demand rate is high (Case 7), or the lead-time variance is high (Cases 9 and 10).
The smallest cost increases (approx. 3-5%) occur when the lead-time variance and/or
the expected lead-time are low (Cases 12 and 8). These relative cost increases are an
order of magnitude larger than the ones obtained in Johansen and Thorstenson (1993)
permitting at most a single order outstanding. The present results therefore indicate the
signicance of allowing for several orders outstanding at a time. However, the base case
and parameter variations tested in their paper represent a dierent setting. The H&W
policy has a relative cost increase of almost 4% in the base case. In most of the cases
the general behavior of the relative cost increases is similar to the one obtained with the
EOQ policy, although the increases are only about half the size of those for the EOQ
policy. For the base case, the BO policy gives a relative cost increase of less than 2%,
but when a high expected lead-time is coupled with a high lead-time variance (Case 9)
or when the unit shortage cost is low (Case 4), the relative cost increase is about 5%.
21The smallest relative cost increases (around 1%) when using the BO policy instead of the
LPI
BO policy are incurred when the unit shortage cost is high (Case 5) or the expected
lead-time and/or the lead-time variance are low (Cases 8 and 12). The low cost increase
obtained in Case 5 is of course to be expected, since with a high shortage cost, the long-run
shortage fraction resulting from any reasonable policy will be low, whereby the dierence
between backorders and lost sales becomes insignicant.
4 Conclusions
We have developed a model for the (r;q) inventory system with continuous review in which
demands that cannot be satised immediately from stock are treated as lost sales. Assum-
ing that orders do not cross in time, i.e., stochastic lead times are sequential, our model
can accommodate the intrinsically dicult case of allowing for several orders outstand-
ing at a time. The specication of the model shows how the average cost performance
is crucially dependent on the long-run fraction of demand lost. Eq. (14) combined with
Eq. (2) establishes this result, which, to the best of our knowledge, is new. In a sense, it
parallels the backorders model in which the long-run average cost performance is similarly
dependent on the long-run average backorder level. Its derivation was achieved by analyz-
ing how the long-run fraction of demand lost is linked to four related stochastic events all
associated with the inventory decit, i.e., the dierence between r + q and the inventory
on hand.
To be able to compute the long-run fraction of demand lost, we have shown how it can
be expressed in terms of the average inventory on order when demand is satised. The
expression is presented as Eq. (7). This average inventory can be specied in terms of the
equilibrium distribution of the inventory on hand at the delivery instants. Employing the
assumption of sequential lead times, we have applied a Markov chain to describe the rele-
vant states of the inventory system. The solution (obtained by the Gauss-Seidel method)
to the equilibrium equations of this Markov chain is then used to nd the equilibrium
distribution of the inventory on hand at the delivery instants. With this procedure we can
evaluate any given (r;q) policy.
In order to determine good (r;q) policies, we have also developed an optimization
procedure. It consists of an adapted version of the algorithm for the backorders model
(BO) by Federgruen and Zheng (1992) initialized by some (r;q) policy. We have sug-
gested several initialization policies, for example, the EOQ policy and the BO policy. The
adapted algorithm has also been appended with checks for possible improvements when
the maximum number of orders outstanding is changed by one.
The evaluation and optimization procedures have been applied and seen to work well
in a numerical study. The suggested optimization procedure has allowed us to dominate
22several approximations for the lost-sales model. For example, the average costs of EOQ
policies were improved by 3-14%. The cost improvements for the BO policies were generally
less pronounced, whereby these policies can in many cases be regarded as acceptable
approximations to the best policies.
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23Table 1: Parameter values of the base case.
Unit holding cost per unit time h = 1
Fixed cost to place and receive an order k = 20
Unit shortage cost  = 20
Poisson demand rate  = 10
Mean lead time E[L] = 4
Lead time variance V [L] = 4
24Table 2: Policy and performance values under variations of the base-case parameters.
EOQ H&W BO LPIBO LPI+
BO LPI 
BO
1 r;q;m 70,20,4 60,38,2 57,36,2 55,28,2 56,25,3 49,50,1
base case C(r;q) 59.11 56.50 55.39 54.38 54.99 57.69
100  A(r;q) 3.75 5.08 6.21 8.09 7.56 9.08
2 r;q;m 75,14,6 62,33,2 60,28,3 55,28,2 58,20,3 48,49,1
k = 10 C(r;q) 56.98 53.15 52.21 51.10 50.78 55.86
100  A(r;q) 3.13 4.96 5.75 8.09 7.63 9.73
3 r;q;m 65,28,3 58,44,2 54,46,2 53,35,2 56,28,3 49,50,1
k = 40 C(r;q) 63.81 61.86 61.44 60.23 61.79 61.33
100  A(r;q) 4.35 5.15 6.20 7.82 7.11 9.08
4 r;q;m 59,20,3 51,36,2 44,38,2 44,25,2 44,22,3 39,40,1
 = 10 C(r;q) 48.21 46.71 45.72 43.61 44.81 45.01
100  A(r;q) 7.23 8.51 11.51 14.89 14.30 17.76
5 r;q;m 80,20,5 70,39,2 69,35,2 65,33,2 68,27,3 58,59,1
 = 40 C(r;q) 69.36 66.85 65.91 65.49 65.52 70.69
100  A(r;q) 2.02 2.77 3.16 4.17 3.73 4.74
6 r;q;m 33,14,3 29,23,2 27,23,2 27,18,2 28,14,3 25,26,1
 = 5 C(r;q) 32.82 31.86 31.48 30.93 31.72 31.51
100  A(r;q) 4.53 5.40 6.63 7.79 7.61 8.84
7 r;q;m 149,28,6 124,65,2 120,56,3 111,56,2 116,39,3 97,98,1
 = 20 C(r;q) 112.01 104.48 102.75 100.38 99.69 109.87
100  A(r;q) 3.02 4.77 5.51 7.58 7.42 9.19
8 r;q;m 41,20,3 35,34,2 33,33,2 32,33,1 33,27,2
E[L] = 2 C(r;q) 50.25 48.85 48.43 48.09 47.99
V [L] = 2 100  A(r;q) 4.01 4.56 5.38 6.58 6.19
9 r;q;m 122,20,7 106,44,3 102,40,3 94,32,3 95,24,4 87,44,2
E[L] = 8 C(r;q) 71.71 67.31 64.69 61.41 61.39 63.12
V [L] = 8 100  A(r;q) 3.32 5.11 6.31 9.51 9.82 11.45
10 r;q;m 81,20,5 61,49,2 57,41,2 56,32,2 58,27,3 50,51,1
V [L] = 8 C(r;q) 74.07 68.91 66.31 65.41 66.29 67.42
100  A(r;q) 5.27 7.60 9.80 11.84 11.13 13.03
11 r;q;m 62,20,4 57,31,2 55,32,2 53,27,2 54,23,3 47,48,1
V [L] = 2 C(r;q) 48.84 47.19 46.89 46.03 46.42 50.21
100  A(r;q) 2.67 3.48 4.04 5.29 5.01 6.85
12 r;q;m 56,20,3 54,28,2 53,28,2 51,26,2 51,23,3 46,47,1
V [L] = 1 C(r;q) 41.39 40.97 40.70 40.18 40.41 44.85
100  A(r;q) 2.19 2.42 2.73 3.63 3.67 4.98
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